SERVICE PLAN 2022/23
Social Services Cross Directorate – Partnership & Commissioning Hub
OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

Commissioning to enable people to live their best lives

Supporting the whole directorate to maximise opportunities to join up partnership work, secure grant income opportunities and putting service
user involvement and voice at the centre of what we do so we commission services people want and need to build resilience

We are responsible for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic Commissioning
Cross Directorate Working
Involvement & Partnership Working
Grant Programmes
Financial Management (Revenue & Capital)
Compliance (FPRs and CPRs)

Commissioning is the process by which services are planned, purchased and monitored. To enable this to work effectively this needs to be
informed by good quality engagement and participation so we understand what matters to people so this informs commissioning decisions. We
also need to ensure effective partnership arrangements are in place to maximised opportunities for joint working. By integrated working across
the Directorate, the wider Council and with external partners we can achieve the better outcomes for people, ensure value for money, and
maximise grant opportunities and maintain strong fiscal control.

Assessment – delivering last years’ Service Plan

Barriers
• Recruitment and rention of staff
• Scale and pace of change
• Managing expectations and demands
• Systems to collate and manage information and data
• Reduction in one off funding
• Working from home
• Workshop sessions all conducted virtually as opposed to
face to face.
• Restricted opportunities for visits
• Communication with external providers/Health
• Staffing capacity is certain teams
• Social media and accessible information

Successes
• Positive Can Do attitude
• Collobration working across the teams
• Integration and expansion of teams including new
starters
• Team feel trusted whihc results in confidence for you to
do a good job
• Deliverying on objectives often at short timescales
• Improving equality and equity of access to activities.
• Confirmation of longer term funding
• Met all deadlines for grants/timetabled finance tasks
includin early closure of accounts
• Good partnerships built to help delivered shared
priorities
• Engagement and involvement work redefined
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Summary - overall progress. What can be done better?
• Improve systems to more accurately understand need
and what we can/should deliver
• Engage with service users and include voice in service
development
• Promote equality of equity of service provision
• Increased opportunity to work face to face
• Transitional year - building back better (Play)
• Networking opportunities
• Better Communication
• Contracts/SLA's in place with partners to provide clarity
on recharges/information
sharing/responsibilities/personnel contacts
• Clarity on governance of partnership work
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Key Service Strengths

Main Service Weaknesses

• People focus, rights based focus on involvement and co-production
• Committed and flexible teams and go the extra mile in difficult times
• Collaborative partnership approach (Directorate, Whole Council, Regional, Health, Schools, 3rd
Sector,Welsh Government)
• Co-ordinated response to funding opportunities to develop new initiatives and opportunities
• Expertise in Grant Funding, Finance and Procurement processes (AI/FPRs/CPRs)
• Wellbeing Group established to support each other, low sickness and good reliance

• Understanding population needs, data collection and interrogation to inform commissioning
• Appropriate staffing resource to meet all responsibilities, e.g. Business Support, Capital
• Perception of key partners from past service areas, historic expectations
• Service stability and change agenda, time to embed what new roles and functions
• Managing expectations and resilience, being reactive rather than strategic
• Service identify, information on webpages internal and external of who we are and what we do
• Different means of communication to be explored

Key Opportunities for the Service

Main Threats (Risks) to the Service
• Legal challenge of not testing the market because of timing – going to the same suppliers
• Potential breach of T&C of grant due to the short turn around needed and having to rush/
capacity issues
• Capacity for professional development, succession planning and resilience
• Risk of automation and unknown impact – Oracle Fusion Project for example
• IT platform and shared drives and varied mechanisms for using this (teams/SharePoint etc
• Change of political direction, senior leaders, directorates – no distinct service area

• Explore new ways of working and greater partnership working across the directorate
• New service to refresh approaches and be clear with a purpose and function of the team
• Able to participate in shaping future service delivery through the commissioning cycle
• Promote and raise awareness with wider working internally and externally
• Digital technologies and improved social media presence and
• Support citizens to shape services that meet their needs and improve their well-being
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OUR KEY PRIORITIES AND OBJECTIVES FOR 2022/23
PROCESSES

CUSTOMERS

(1) Drive forward a consistent approach to commissioning to ensure no duplication, a

(1) Ensure clear pathways between communication, engagement, participation and
co-production so citizen voice and involvement is central in policy and service design

joined up approach, best value, and compliance

(2) Develop clear timescales and processes around evey element of the
commissioning cycle (Analyse, Plan, Do, Review)

(2) Build on participation through integrating within processes so involvement of
citizens becomes part of business as usual

(3) Maintain and develop clear arrangements and linkages between local and regional
partnerships cross directorate and in a varity of sectors with clear work programmes,
and expected outcomes

(3) Ensure how involvement feeds into service delivery design and improvement as
part of the commissioning cycle

Key Service Priorities

WORKFORCE

- Identify and provide the most effective
services to meet the needs of communities
across Swansea by fully utilising the
commissioning cycle of Analyse, Plan, Do and
Review in all aspects of our work.

FINANCIAL

(1) Develop a clear and coherent structure, purpose and remit for this service
area/business unit

(1) Continue to build on a Directorate approach to budget setting, monitoring, grants
and income to achieve clear and transparency processes which are compliant

(2) Enable workforce Health & Safety and Wellbeing is supported throughout
recovery and transformation

(2) Ensure we continue to develop our financial sustainability as we move forward by
increasing our income opportunities and stretching grant envelopes to the maximum

(3) Ensure roles and responsibilities understood and updated and areas for
professional development identified

(3) Focus developments on a clear Capital Investment pragramme and accounted for
in the capital main programme with clear budget monitoing processes in place

How the service intends to work
sustainably when meeting the
objectives in the Service Plan.

Addressing long term challenges or trends:
• Improve systems to understand need and have a more informed commissioning process.
• Secure longer term funding. Understand the impact of change outlined in Programme for Government.
• Ensure and effective use of data.
• Plan for budget challenges in future years with careful consideration for use of reserves to meet potential financial shortfalls
Preventing problems from occurring or from getting worse:
• Improve outcomes for service users by delivering the right service, at the right time based on needs.
• Set clear work objectives and performance indicators with clear lines of responsibilities both internal and externally commissioned services
Integration – joining things up and avoiding duplication / conflicting priorities:
• Improve communication between the team and beyond to ensure everyone is aware of what is being delivered.
• Develop the Early Years Integration Transformation agenda, Early Years Front Door as a specific example - SPOC/FIS.
• Ensure Contracts/SLA's in place with partners to provide clarity on recharges/information sharing/responsibilities/personnel contacts
Involving people - including the public, service users and stakeholders:
• Embed co-production embedded with the commissioning cycle.
• Continue to grow the involvement team to ensure peoples voices are heard and engaged
Working in partnership and collaborating with other organisations:
• Build on existing frameworks of partnerships to work together to develop solutions and improve services.
• Ensure partnership arrangements are cohesive and understood by all and add value not duplicate
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KEY MEASURES / CRITERIA FOR SUCCESS
Key Measure / Criteria for Success
Transformation &
Future Council

Natural Resources
& Biodiversity

Tackling Poverty

Economy &
Infrastructure

Education & Skills

Corporate Objective (tick box)

Safeguarding

Service Objective

Embed and develop all aspects of the commissioning cycle,
ensuring clarity of roles and capacity to carry out all
functions is in place



Sufficient capacity and capability established through restructure,
redefining roles and further recruitment to carry out all aspects of
commissioning cycle (analyse, plan, do and review).

Ensure clear and cohesive partnership arrangements (local
and regional) are understood to ensure join up and remove
duplication



Mapping exercise of all local and regional partnership arrangements
undertaken to identify gaps or duplication.

Maintain good financial planning and control to maximise
grant and income opportunities through embedded the new
finance team structures



Newly restructured finance team embedded to further enhance
forecasting ability for financial planning and maintaining strong fiscal
control measures

Develop a new Capital Investment and Improvement
Programme and add capacity to the team to drive this
forward

Aspirational capital develop programmes developed for the Directorate
and capital budgets managed in the same way as revenue budgets
through a new team



Develop a service performance report which captures the
diverse activity and outcomes of the service area







Performance of all grant programmes managed by the team and other
activity recorded consistently and reported through PFM on a quarterly
basis

Develop the new WG Programme for Government
commitment for 2 years olds as an integrated Early Year
Programme







Clear priorities set and development programme in place for
commissioning the extension to flying start. Risks and level of change and
interdependencies understood and shared with all stakeholders

Embed and extend the partnership & involvement work to
maximise capacity and ensure consistency







Fully integrated partnership and involvement team with links across the
council and directorate to ensure we capture the voice of citizens and this
feeds into service planning and design

Workforce development for a coaching and mentoring
programme to support staff develop and adapt to new ways
of working
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Workforce supported and developed to meet the challenges of working
differently and working through significant change

